Route
Achieve Complete E-Notifications CoP Compliance
and Improve IT Operational Efficiency
The deadline for U.S. hospitals to comply with the CMS Interoperability and Patient Access Rule
E-Notifications Condition of Participation (CoP) was May 1, 2021.
Route is a single solution that guarantees compliance with the CoP and seamlessly delivers e-notifications to all
requesting post-acute and primary care providers and entities.* The solution manages all the complexities involved
with sending e-notifications, from executing data sharing agreements to managing and implementing the frequent,
real-time changes of varying patient roster types for patient-provider attribution tracking.

Use Route To:
Achieve full compliance with the E-Notifications CoP
as mandated by CMS
Reduce IT burden as Route handles all outbound admission,
discharge, and transfer (ADT) data feeds to both providers
and HIEs/intermediaries
Offload the burden of managing all incoming provider requests
for e-notifications via the Route Requester Portal
Succeed during CMS surveys as Route provides a complete audit
trail of all e-notifications sent, written policies and procedures
documents, and an at-a-glance view of data sharing

Choosing Route to ensure compliance
with the CMS E-notifications CoP
was an obvious choice for our team,
as we’ve seen how critical these
notifications are to improving care
coordination, enhancing value-based
care initiatives, and most importantly,
transforming patient outcomes. Route
offers our clinical team increased IT
operational efficiency to facilitate new
levels of visibility and improved care.

Chief Medical Information Officer,
Cone Health

Bamboo Health operates entirely within the privacy and security requirements set forth with
HIPAA, including the encryption of all data in transit and at rest. Route is also HITRUST CSF®
Certified, meeting industry-defined standards when it comes to managing risk.

*If a Route customer is ever found to have E-notification CoP deficiencies during a CMS survey as a result of Route, then we will deploy a Bamboo Health Compliance
Expert onsite to help the hospital resolve the issue and develop the required corrective action plan within 10 business days at no cost.

How can we help? Tell us your needs at bamboohealth.com/contact
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